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“First of all I would like to say thank you to Cavaliers Of The West for the honour to be invited to 
judge your 2017 Show in Mesa.  Thank you to all exhibitors for bringing dogs of high quality.  I think 
we can see a worldwide decrease of entries at shows, but as long as the quality remains, there is a 
bright future for the breed.  The overall quality was excellent, and in several classes I really got goose 
bumps when I saw the dogs.  And also had to split hairs when I had to make my final decisions for 
winners in the classes.  You should be very proud of your Cavaliers and with that quality the future 
really looks bright for the breed in America.  Finally a big thank you to the committee for the excellent 
work they have done to make everything run smoothly, my help in the ring during the day and my 
hardworking ring steward.  Thank you for a wonderful weekend, great hospitality and excellent show 
!!!”  
 
JUNIOR PUPPY DOG  (3) 
 

1. ORCHARDHILL SHIRMONT  BACK STORY  (Henry/Henry) 
Correct head and expression.  Well developed head with big, round eyes.  Well set and carried 
ears. Excellent neck and shoulders.  Well angulated.  Promising coat.  Moves with drive and 
good balance. Well broken colours.  BEST PUPPY DOG 

 
2. GLENELLEN ROYAL ROOKIE  (Murphy)  Sweet headed boy.  Well set and carried ears. 

Excellent eyes.  Needs to fill out under the eyes.  Excellent size.  Well angulated, a bit falling 
croup.  Would like a bit more drive on the move. 
 

3. KINVAAR MAGNUS  (Gentil)  Sweet head with  dark, round eyes.  Enough muzzle.  Good 
ears that could be used more to advantage.  Needs to mature in body.  Would prefer a stronger 
topline on the move.    

 
SENIOR PUPPY DOG  (1) 
 

1. CANYONCREST TO THE LEADER OF THE BAND  (DuRoss) 
Wellmarked tri with good head.  Round eyes that shows a little white.  Well cushioned face.  
Excellent neck and body.  Good topline both standing and on the move.  Moved with balance, 
just need some more drive.  Excellent coat for age.  

 
GRADUATE PUPPY DOG  (3) 
 

1. NIGHTINGALE DIORCHAVON BABY ITS YOU, JW  (Bialek)  Very eye catching when 
entering the ring.  Lovely overall picture with excellent balance.  Excellent head and 
expression.  Big, dark, round eyes.  Well set and carried ears.  Excellent neck and body.  
Moves with correct topline.  Excellent coat texture,  Good size.  RESERVE WINNERS DOG 

 
2. CROSSBOW HORTON HEARS A WHO  (Kubin/Schiffman)  Excellent headed dog with 

dark, round eyes.  Excellent skull.  Well set and carried ears.  Excellent neck and body.  A bit 
falling croup.  Enough angulations.  Moves well, would just like a little better topline on the 
move. 

 
3. DULCE CARMEL AWESOME SAUCE  (Covell)  Excellent big, round, dark eyes.  

Excellent ears.  Needs fill out in muzzle.  Excellent neck.  Needs to mature in body.  A bit 
falling croup.  A bit falling topline on the move.  Well-marked, promising coat. 

 
 
 



BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG  (4) 
 

1. VERIBAS EYE OF THE TIGER  (Cusick)  Excellent overall balance and size.  Correct head 
with melting expression.  Beautiful dark eyes.  Well cushioned face.  Excellent neck and body.  
Correct croup.  Moves balanced and with drive.  Correct coat texture. 

 
2. MAYFIELD CHARMING CHESTER  (Mayfield)  A little bit bigger then no. 1.  Excellent 

head and expression.  Big round, eyes.  Excellent ears.  Excellent neck and body.  Moves very 
well and covers the ground well. 

 
3. CA CAMBRIDGE RUTLEDGE  (Magera/Mitchell)  Lovely head and expression with large, 

dark eyes.  A bit short neck.  Well matured in body and short coupled.  Excellent angulations.  
Moves very well.  Excellent coat and correct black colour.  
BEST BLACK-AND-TAN IN SHOW, BEST BLACK-AND-TAN DOG 

 
4. CH JADESTONE LEGEND HAS IT, JW  (Peek)  Well-shaped excellent masculine head, 

round eyes that could be darker.  A bit small teeth.  Excellent ears.  A bit short in muzzle.  
Excellent neck and shoulder.  Moves very well from side, a bit wide in front.  Would prefer a 
more silkier coat texture. 

 
JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED DOG  (5) 

 
1. CHADWICK JET SETTER AT HUDSONVIEW, JW  (Glynn/Glynn)  Excellent overall 

picture and size.  Excellent masculine head with soft melting expression.  Excellent eyes and 
ears.  Well cushioned face.  Good neck and body.  Correct bone and feet.  Moves very well 
with super topline and well carried tail.  Excellent coat. 

 
2. DALLAROCK FLIGHT THYME  (Geldermann)  Excellent picture and size.  Correct head 

with big, round eyes.  Excellent ears.  Excellent neck and body.  Well angulated.  Moves 
balanced.  He has a really promising frame that he just need time to fill out.  Well-broken 
colour.  Lovely attitude.  BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG 

 
3. LINRICA MILAN, JW  (Liu)   

Masculine head and expression.  Big, round eyes, a bit prominent at times.  A bit short neck.  
Excellent body.  Enough angulations.  Would like a bit more drive on the move.  Excellent and 
coat and colour. 

 
4. CROSSBOW GREYHAWK DANIEL A KICKAPOO OF ZOOTS  (Kubin/Schiffman)  

Excellent classical head with excellent dark, round eyes and good skull.  Excellent neck and 
body, a bit long in loin.  Well angulated.  Needs time to mature and settle in topline.  Well 
broken colour and excellent coat.  

 
AMERICAN BRED DOG  (4) 
 

1. ALMEARA EXTRA EXTRAORDINARY, JW  (Whitmire)   
Excellent head and expression with big, round eyes and well cushioned face.  Correct ears.  
Excellent neck and body.  Well angulated.  Moves very well from all sides, a bit happy tail at 
times.  Excellent size.  Well marked with good colour.  AWARD OF MERIT 
 

2. FORESTCREEK BRASS BUTTONS AT MAYFIELD  (Preston/Mayfield) 
Excellent overall picture.  Excellent big, round, dark eyes.  Good head and skull with excellent 
ears.  Excellent body and enough neck.  Moderate angulations.  Moves a bit short in front.  
Excellent coat texture and colour. 

 
3. BENTWOOD CARTIER  (Covell/Harrison)   



Masculine boy, a bit bigger than #1 & #2.  Excellent overall picture.  Strong masculine head.  
Big, dark, round eyes.  Excellent ears.  Good neck and excellent body.  Well angulated.  Moves 
very well.  Heavily marked, but excellent coat texture.  A bit happy tail on the move. 

 
4. BELCARRA STRAIGHT SHOT REMINGTON OF BEAR RIVER RANCH  (Toepfer)  

Excellent over all balanced dog.  Big round eyes that could be darker.  Well shaped head.  
Excellent neck and body.  Would prefer a bit more angulations.  Would like to see the coat in 
better show condition.  A bit happy tail on the move. 

 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG  (2) 
 

1. BEKENHALL SHIRMONT HES THE TICKET  (Henry/Henry)   
A most eye catching dog entering the ring and so correct in many ways.  Excellent overall 
picture and balance.  Excellent proportions.  Beautiful masculine head with big, round, dark 
eyes.  Correct muzzle.  Lovely ears.  Good neck and body.  Well angulated.  Excellent coat and 
colour.  Moves very well with correct tail carriage.  Happy to award him winners dog and later 
on BIS !!! 
BEST IN SHOW, WINNERS DOG, BEST AMERICAN BRED IN SHOW, BEST 
AMERICAN BRED DOG, BEST BLENHEIM IN SHOW, BEST BLENHEIM DOG 

 
2. FORESTCREEK BACK IN THE SADDLE  (Cline)   

Excellent overall picture and size.  Masculine head with well cushioned face.  Big, round, dark 
eyes.  Excellent ears.  Good neck and body.  A bit straight in front.  Moves well.  Well-broken 
marking and excellent colour. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOUR DOG  (2) 
 

1. BRIARCREST GOING FOR BAROQUE  (Katz)  
Excellent overall picture and balance.  Excellent dark eyes.  Strong masculine head.  Excellent 
neck and body.  A bit long in loin.  Well angulated.  Moves very well with correct topline and 
tail carriage.  Excellent coat texture.  BEST TRICOLOUR DOG 

 
2. TRUELEGANCE PISTOLS AT DAWN  (Ogle)  Good balance.  mMasculine head with 

excellent eyes and ears.  A bit short neck.  Good body.  Good angulations.  Moves well in 
front, a bit short at rear.  Good coat texture, a bit heavily marked. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-AND-TAN DOG  (2) 
 

1. NOTTINGHILL MUGS  (Beebower/Beebower)  Excellent overall picture.  Masculine well 
shaped head.  Excellent neck and body.  Well angulated.  Excellent coat texture, but some 
white marks on chin and chest.  Moves very well and balanced. 

 
2. ROBIN’S NEST NOVEMBER RAIN  (Prodanovich)  A bit finer made black-and-tan.  Good 

head with round eyes.  Excellent neck.  A bit short ribcage that needs to mature.  Would prefer 
better angulations.  A bit short steps on the move. 

 
OPEN DOG  (2) 
 

1. CH BONITOS COMPANEROS VAHIR  (Lemon/Lemon)  Excellent size and balance.  
Masculine headed with big, round, dark eyes.  Well-cushioned face.  Excellent ears.  Excellent 
neck and body.  Moves so well and correct with excellent topline and tail carriage.  Rich, silky 
coat that could be darker chestnut colour. 



2. CH BROOKHAVEN HERE COMES HOGAN, JW  (Ayers/Martz)  Excellent balance and 
proportions.  Excellent head and expression.  Big, dark, round eyes.  Well-cushioned face.  
Excellent ears.  Excellent neck and body.  Well angulated.  Slightly sloping topline in standing.  
Moves very well and balanced.  Excellent colour.  Very well marked, not in best coat.  

 
 
JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH  (3) 
 

1. SHEEBA MILE HIGH AT INTRYZIK  (Goodwin/Goodwin)   
Very pretty and attractive puppy bitch.  Excellent balance and proportions.  Pretty face and 
excellent eyes.  Needs to fill out under the eyes.  Well set ears.  Excellent neck and shoulders.  
Well angulated.  Moves very well with correct topline and tail carriage.  Well marked.  
 

2. PARLETT PINKY PROMISE  (Williams/Williams) 
Excellent pretty bitch.  Excellent head and expression.  Excellent eyes and well cushioned face.  
A bit short in neck.  Good bone and feet.  Well marked.  Moves very well from side, a bit wide 
in front. 

3. ROBIN’S NEST LIFE IS A HIGHWAY  (Prodanovich)   
Pretty expression.  Good head with round eyes.  Needs to fill out under the eyes.  Good ears.  
Enough neck.  Would prefer more fore-chest and better angulations.  Moves a bit short and 
needs more drive.  Excellent tan-markings. 

 
SENIOR PUPPY BITCH  (2) 
 

1. BRIARCREST COCO LOVES PEARLS  (Van Luchene/Van Luchene)  Excellent outline 
and size.  Prettiest of heads with large, dark eyes.  Excellent neck and body, a bit long in loin.  
Well angulated.  Well marked and excellent coat.  Moves very well with super topline and 
correct tail carriage.   
BEST PUPPY BITCH & BEST PUPPY IN SHOW 

 
2. CHADWICK OH LA LA  (Eckersley)  Excellent feminine head.  Excellent round eyes.  

Needs to fill out under the eyes.  A bit short in neck.  Excellent body and angulations.  Moves 
very well with good drive.  Excellent size.  Good colour and coat. 

 
GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH  (4) 
 

1. DELSOL LOVE IN AN ELEVATOR  (McHenry)   
Excellent feminine overall picture with correct balance and proportions.  Attractive correct 
head with large, dark, round eyes.  Well cushioned face.  Excellent neck,  body and croup.  
Well angulated.  Moves very well from all sides.  A bit happy tail at times.  Well marked with 
excellent coat and colour.  

 
2. WINDNSEA DANCING QUEEN  (Peterson/Peterson)   

Excellent overall picture.  Sweet head, just needs some more filling under the eyes.  Excellent 
dark, round eyes.  Excellent ears.  Good neck.  Excellent body.  Moderate  angulated.  Moves 
ok, but could have some more drive.  Excellent coat and colour. 

 
3. MARJORELLE RUMOUR HAS IT  (Conley)   

Pretty girl  with excellent eyes.  Bite needs to improve.  Excellent ears. Excellent neck and 
body.  Moderate angulations.  Moves a bit short from side, close behind.  Excellent coat, a bit 
heavily marked. 

 
4. CHANTISMERE CARRIEANNA  (Tibbetts) 



Feminine head with dark, round eyes.  A bit fine in muzzle.  Excellent ears.  Excellent body a 
bit short in neck.  Moderate angulations.  Would like a better topline on the move.  Excellent 
coat texture and colour. 

 
BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH  (2) 
 

1. CH KEAN LA TI DA, JW  (Keane)   
Lovely blenheim bitch with beautiful balance.  Excellent big, round, dark eyes and correct 
cushioned muzzle.  Fantastic ears.  Excellent neck and compact body.  Excellent movement.  
Shown in excellent coat condition, lovely colour.   
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH, BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR IN SHOW, BEST BRED BY 
EXHIBITOR BITCH 

 
2. RHAPSODEE TRANSCENDENCE  (Fields) 

Excellent outline.  Very feminine expression, just need some more filling under the eyes.  
Excellent dark, round eyes.  A bit short neck.  Excellent body.  A bit falling croup.  Would like 
more drive on the move.  Excellent coat and colour. 

 
JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH  (3) 
 

1. BLUEGARDEN AUSSIE GIRL OF CHADWICK  (Eckersley)  
Excellent feminine, strong-headed bitch.  Big, round eyes that could be a shade darker.  
Excellent ears.  Well-cushioned muzzle.  Excellent neck.  Well-matured body with balanced 
angulations.  Moves very well and covers the ground well.  A bit wide in front. 

 
2. SONESTA CALIFORNIA DREAMING  (Ellingson/Ellingson/Pennington) 

A petite model that needs a little bit more of everything.  Dark, round eyes.  Enough neck.  
Fine boned.  Excellent body to her size.  A bit falling croup.  Would like more angulations.  
Moves a bit short.  Excellent coat texture, that could be a shade darker. 

 
3. CROWNROSE TEMPEST IN A TEAPOT  (Rosenberg/Rosenberg)  

Good head with dark, round eyes.  Excellent ears.  Needs to fill out in muzzle. Excellent neck.  
A bit long in loin.  Enough angulations.  A bit falling croup.  Covers the ground well on the 
move.  Well-marked tricoulor. 

 
AMERICAN BRED BITCH  (3) 
 

1. ROSEARBOR BIJOU  (Eckersley) 
Excellent overall picture, balance and size.  Excellent feminine head and expression.  Excellent 
big, dark, round eyes.  Excellent neck and body.  A bit long in loin.  Well angulated.  Moves 
very well.  A little white marking on the chest.  BEST BLACK-and-TAN BITCH 

 
2. BROOKHAVEN SIMPLY SOUTHERN  (Toepfer/Martz)  

Excellent feminine strong head.  Excellent round, dark eyes.  Excellent muzzle.  Excellent ears. 
Excellent neck and body.  A bit falling croup.  Could have some more drive on the move.  
Would prefer a better topline on the move.  Excellent coat and colour. 

 
3. SEVENWOODS FRENCH KISS  (Shidler/Baird) 

Feminine head that needs to mature.  Excellent round eyes, that could be shade darker.  
Excellent ears.  Short neck.  Excellent body.  Would prefer a better topline on the move.  Nice 
temperament.  Heavily marked tricolor. 

 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM BITCH  (5) 
 



1. BONITOS COMPANEROS UHURA  (Magera/Mitchell)  A true toy spaniel.  Very feminine 
head with melting expression, would not like her shorter in muzzle.  Excellent big, dark, round 
eyes. Excellent ears.  Excellent neck and body.  Excellent angulations.  Moves very well.  
Shown in wonderful coat condition. 

 
2. CEDARCREEK SUGAR N SPICE  (Owens)  Excellent overall picture, balance and size.  

Feminine head and expression.  Excellent eyes and well-cushioned muzzle.  Excellent ears.  
Good neck.  Well angulated with good croup.  Well marked with good coat texture. 

 
3. BROOKHAVEN BELIEVE IN ME  (Ayers/Martz)  Excellent overall picture.  Excellent 

feminine head and expression.  Dark, round eyes.  Excellent neck and body.  Balanced 
angulation.  Would prefer more drive from rear on the move.  Well marked, excellent colour. 

 
4. SIKELELI EMILY BRONTE  (Kornhi)  Excellent overall picture.  Excellent dark, round 

eyes.  Would like some more filling under the eyes.  Well carried ears.  Enough neck and 
excellent body, a bit long in loin.  Well angulated.  Would like more drive on the move. 

 
SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOUR BITCH  (3) 
 

1. BRIARCREST OH SO ROCOCO  (Van Luchene/Van Luchene) 
Excellent Overall picture and size.  Feminine well shaped head.  Excellent eyes and ears.  
Good neck and body, a bit long in loin.  Good neck.  Excellent croup.  Moves excellent with 
super topline and correct tail carriage.  Excellent coat texture, could be better broken color.   
BEST TRICOLOR IN SHOW, BEST TRICOLOR BITCH 

 
2. ROCKCREEK BINDI AT PARLETT  (Williams/Williams/Steagall) 

Excellent feminine head and expression.  Big, round eyes.  Well-cushioned face.  A bit short 
neck.  Excellent body with nice proportions.  Could have more drive on the move.  A bit proud 
tail.  Excellent coat texture, just a bit heavily marked. 

 
3. MARILEE REGGAE  (Collins)  

Excellent feminine head and expression, just like a tricolor head should look like.  Big, round, 
dark eyes.  Excellent ears. Excellent neck and shoulder.  A bit falling croup.  Moves short and 
under herself, a bit low set tail.  Well-broken colour with good texture. 

 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-AND-TAN BITCH  (2) 
 

1. MAYFIELD MARY SCOT  (Mayfield) 
Excellent feminine overall picture.  Excellent head and expression.  Excellent round eyes, that 
could be a shade darker.  Well set ears.  Excellent neck and body.  Excellent croup.  Could be 
better angulated.  Moves a little short.  Excellent coat and tan-markings.  

 
2. ROBIN’S NEST AUDREY HEPBURN  (Prodanovich)  Sweet head that needs to mature.  

Big, round eyes that could be darker.  Excellent neck.  Enough body for age.  Would like better 
angulations.  Moves short and lacking drive.  A bit out of coat today. 

 
OPEN BITCH  (4) 
 

1. CH CHADWICK DRAMA, JW  (Hoehn) 
A lovely bitch that caught my eye as soon as she entered the ring.  Excellent in size and 
proportions.  Classically headed.  Lovely head with large, round, dark eyes.  Lovely ears.  
Excellent neck and body.  Well angulated.  Moves with drive, keeping a super topline and 
correct tail carriage.  Excellent coat condition.  Moves very well from all sides.  A big pleasure 
to award her  WINNERS BITCH & RESERVE BEST IN SHOW, BEST OF OPPOSITE 
SEX, BEST AMERICAN BRED BITCH, BEST BLENHEIM BITCH 



 
2. CH CHADWICK SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY, JW  (Eckersley) 

Excellent feminine head.  Big, round, dark eyes.  Fantastic ears.  Excellent neck and body.  
Good angulations, a bit falling croup.  Moves very well.  Not as super in topline as #1.  
Excellent size.  Lovely coat and colour. 

 
3. CH FORESTCREEK BEWITCHING GIRL, JW  (Cline/Cline) 

Excellent feminine outline and picture.  Pretty head with large, dark, round eyes.  Excellent 
ears.  Excellent body with nice angulations.  Moves very well.  Shown in full, big coat, well 
marked.  A bit stressed today, which spoilt the expression a little. 

 
4. ILOO DITE ILAN DU JARDIN DE CLAIRE OF SUMARA, JW  (Gentil) 

Excellent lovely classical head with large, dark, round eyes.  Excellent ears.  Excellent neck 
and body. Toeing out in front.  Could have better angulations.  Could have more drive on the 
move.  Excellent coat and tan markings. 

 
SENIOR OPEN BITCH  (1) 
 

1. ROBIN’S NEST WITCHY WOMAN  (Prodanovich)  10 1/2 years.  Shown in excellent 
condition.  Sweet head with big, round eyes.  Would like more filling under the eyes.  
Excellent ears.  Good neck and angulations.  Good bone and feet.  Moves well from side, like a 
youngster.  Excellent red colour.  A credit to her owner.   
BEST RUBY IN SHOW, BEST RUBY BITCH  

 
VETERAN BITCH  (1) 
 

1. ROBIN’S NEST WITCHY WOMAN  (Prodanovich)  10 1/2 years.  Shown in excellent 
condition.  Sweet head with big, round eyes.  Would like more filling under the eyes.  
Excellent ears.  Good neck and angulations.  Good bone and feet.  Moves well from side, like a 
youngster.  Excellent red colour.  A credit to her owner. 
BEST VETERAN IN SHOW 


